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in 1880 the British empire was at its peak of stability. no other people – not rome,
nor spain nor russia – had spread their power so substantially over all five
continents. And yet within less than a century, the vast imperial system had crumbled leaving the Common-wealth as the mere ghost of its predecessor.
in this groundbreaking new study, David nicholson asks if this decline was
inevitable, or – had Britain’s rulers taken different decisions, encouraged trends
or sought to prevent them – whether the strength and cohesion of the empire
could have been maintained. He examines, in particular, a series of turning points
which he believes to have been crucial to this process: the failure to deal with
irish Home rule; over-extension in Africa; the failure to adopt Tariff reform; the
British inability to reach an accommodation with germany before the first World
War; the strategic and tactical mistakes of the great War culminating in overextension in the Middle east and ignoring of warnings about a one-sided interpretation of the Balfour Declaration; the errors in the build-up to the second
World War and its opening phase, especially those leading to the break with
Japan and italy. David nicholson traces the real damage done by the 1939-45 War,
leading to the final collapse of British power in india, then the Middle east and
finally in Africa, as well as the weakening of the links with the “old Commonwealth”. He asks, provocatively, if the empire had not failed would Britain have
been so attracted by membership of the european Community.
Crisis of the British empire:Turning Points After 1880 is a significant contribution to imperial studies and should be required reading for anyone wishing to
understand Britain’s position in the world on the brink of Brexit.
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